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Delft University of Technology  
Faculty of Information Technology and Systems  
Internationalisation and Internships   
  

The cultural dimensions according to Hofstede  
Dr.ir. Otto Rompelman  

  
Introduction  
Doing an internship abroad is something else than taking holidays in another country. Of 
course, during a holiday you get to know another culture to some extent, but the introduction 
usually remains superficial: you observe a lot, but are not a subpart of the local culture. If 
you work somewhere for a while, it's different. You live there, you live there and you work 
there. This means that you come into much more explicit contact with the local culture. This 
can sometimes have comical but sometimes very unpleasant consequences. This piece is not 
meant as a manual 'How do I move abroad'. That would not be possible because every 
country is different and there are also big differences within a country, differences that often 
originate in a distant past. Just think of the Netherlands, where we can already see 
differences between 'above' and 'below' the major rivers. These differences probably go back 
to the time when these rivers formed a natural border of the Roman empire!  
Describing and understanding cultural differences is difficult and dangerous, because there 
is always a certain bias on the part of the person describing them. He always describes from 
his own cultural standards. If he also compares his observations to his own cultural 
standards, the risk of condemnation is enormous. This article is intended as an introduction 
to the work of Hofstede (see ref.). It provides a method by which different cultures can be 
characterized in order to understand differences in culture.  
Geert Hofstede was born in 1928. He obtained his diploma in 1953. Mechanical engineer of 
the (then) TH Delft. In 1967 he obtained his PhD at the University of Groningen. He was 
a.o. professor of Comparative Cultural Studies of Organisations at the University of 
Limburg.  
  
What is culture?  
The thinking, doing and letting of mankind is partly determined by what we call mental 
programming. This programming is created by the education and the social context in which 
experiences are gained. Culture forms part of this programming. Culture is a collective 
phenomenon. Culture can be defined as follows:  
  

  Culture is the collective mental programming, which distinguishes the members of 
one group or category of people from those of another.  

  
Culture is transmitted through our social environment and not through heredity. Culture 
stands between human nature (that which all people have in common) and personality (that 
which makes every person a unique being). This can be illustrated by the figure on the next 
page.  
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Based on empirical research Hofstede defined a number of dimensions on the basis of which 
he could classify the culture of different countries. He called these: cultural dimensions. 

  
  
 
Cultural dimensions  
 
Background  
A major scientific research project was carried out in 1966. This research consisted of the 
completion of an extensive survey by 116000 employees of a large multinational company 
in 50 different countries. Among these countries were less and more developed countries. 
The surveys were drawn up in the language of the different countries: 20 languages in total. 
The main difference between the respondents was the culture. The aim was to get the best 
possible cross-section per country of ages, gender and type of job. As mentioned above, all 
respondents work for the same company. A statistical analysis of the results led to the 
following conclusion: common problems occur in all countries but solutions are sought in 
each country, which differ with respect to the following points:  
 
1. social inequality, including attitudes towards authority  
2. the relationship between individual and group  
3. the desired division of roles between men and women: the social consequences of being 
born as a boy or as a girl  
4. ways of dealing with uncertainty, including the desirability of controlling aggression and 
expressing emotions.  
  
Based on these results, the following cultural dimensions could be defined:  
1. 'Power distance' (from small to large)  
2. 'Collectivism' versus 'Individualism  
3. 'Femininity' versus 'Masculinity'.  
4. ‘Uncertainty avoidance’ (from weak to strong)  
  
These four dimensions will now be briefly discussed separately.  
  
 
The four cultural dimensions  
 
Power distance  
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In the Netherlands, we attach great value to the ideal of equality. Someone may be 'the boss', 
but they should not imagine anything. There are even words that should not actually be 
used: there are no subordinates but employees, the preference does not appeal to someone 
with his title (doctor is still possible, but doctor really goes too far). In many countries the 
police are both hated and feared. In many countries the authority of the boss is not 
questioned. The answer that a certain culture has to the fundamental problem that people are 
unequal is the Power Distance. Hofstede defines the Power Distance as follows:  
  
Power Distance is the degree to which less powerful members of institutions or 
organizations in a country expect and accept that power is unjustly parsed. This means that 
people in a culture with a long power distance more easily resign themselves to the fact that 
power is unequally parsed than in cultures with a low power distance. This applies to both 
the 'strong' and the 'weak' in the culture concerned. Hofstede has inventoried the most 
important differences between societies with a small and a large power distance in two 
areas, namely (a) general norms, family, school and work and (b) politics and ideas. The 
result is presented in tabular form in Annexes I and II.  
Through statistical processing of the data and subsequent standardization of the results 
Hofstede came to the Power Distance Index (MAI), a number that lies between 0 and 100. 
(One value is above 100, because the country in question was added later). The higher the 
MAI, the greater the Power distance. In Appendix III a table is given with MAI scores of the 
investigated countries (groups).  
It is interesting to note that countries where a Romanesque language is spoken (French, 
Italian, Spanish) generally have a higher MAI score than countries with a Germanic 
language (German, Dutch, English, Scandinavian languages).  
  
Individualism/collectivism  
In most societies, group interests take precedence over the interests of the individual. We 
then speak of collectivist societies. The group is the dominant factor and the individual 
derives his identity from the group. The group stands for the individual. Addressing 
someone about their behaviour is therefore an attack on the group.  On the other hand, there 
is the individualistic society, in which people primarily focus on caring for themselves and 
their (very) immediate environment. This leads to the second dimension, the Individualism 
Index (IDV). Hofstede gives the following definition:  
  
A society is individualistic when the mutual bonds between individuals are separate: 
everyone is expected to take care exclusively of themselves and their closest family. A 
society is collectivist if the individuals are included from birth in strong, close-knit groups 
that offer them lifelong protection in exchange for unconditional loyalty.  
 
Annexes IV and V again show the main differences between countries with low IDV and 
high IDV. Appendix VI shows the values of the IDV for the investigated group of countries 
(groups). It is often interesting to examine whether and to what extent there is a relationship 
between the dimensions. Countries can then be indicated with positions in a plane with the 
MAI and IDV as axes. Appendix VII gives such a representation.  

Masculinity/femininity  
There are societies in which it is important that work is a challenge that gives personal 
satisfaction, in which rewards are given on the basis of performance and in which it is 
possible to earn a lot of money. There are also societies where it is important that there are 
good working relationships, both with the manager and with colleagues and subordinates 
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and that one lives in a pleasant environment. Care for others and the environment is a 
dominant value. This gives rise to the introduction of the masculinity/femininity dimension. 
Masculine is then understood to mean that the dominant value lies in the fixed division of 
tasks, linked to the gender: 'the man as a hunter and the woman as a carer'. By feminine we 
mean that the most important value is attention to the quality of life. Hofstede arrived at the 
following definition:  
  

 

A society is masculine if social gender roles are clearly separated: men are 
supposed to be assertive and hard and focused on material success; women should 
be modest and tender and especially focused on the quality of life.  

A society is feminine when social gender roles overlap: both men and women are 
considered to be modest, tender and focused on the quality of life.  

 

The main differences between countries with low MAS and high MAS are shown in 
Annexes VIII and IX. A Masculinity Index (MAS) was calculated on the basis of the 
aforementioned study.  
 
The scores of the countries studied on this index are given in Appendix X. In addition, the  
Appendix XI shows the position of the countries (groups) studied on the dimensions of 
Femininity-Masculinity and Collectivism-Individualism. In this diagram, the upper half is 
taken by collectivist countries that are predominantly poor. The lower half contains more 
individualistic and predominantly rich countries. Hofstede indicates that some rich countries 
give relatively much support to poorer countries and others much less so. This has to do 
with the degree of masculinity of these countries. A strongly masculine society is more 
inclined to see poverty as something that is your own fault, while in feminine societies 
caring for the other is an important value.  
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Uncertainty avoidance 
Nobody can predict the future. That means that everyone is uncertain about what is going to 
happen. Uncertainty often gives an unpleasant feeling and we try to get a grip on the future 
by making rules, agreements, laws and technical interventions. The way we deal with 
uncertainty does not only depend on the character of a human being but also on the culture 
in which he lives. In some cultures people like the fact that few things are regulated: 
England has no penal code, but in Germany there are even rules in case nothing is regulated. 
The research mentioned earlier showed that a fourth dimension can be introduced, namely 
the Avoidance of Uncertainty. This is defined by Hofstede as follows:  
  

 
Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which the members of a 
culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown situations; this 
feeling is expressed, among other things, in nervous tension and in 
a need for predictability: for formal or informal rules. 

 
   

In cultures with a strong Uncertainty Avoidance, life is governed by rules and laws and 
therefore there is a lot of bureaucracy. Deviating behaviour is not tolerated. There is a strong 
urge to work hard and the expression of aggression is accepted. In a culture with a low 
degree of Uncertainty Avoidance one prefers to have as few rules as possible. There is a 
great tolerance for deviant behaviour. There is often a certain conviviality and hard work is 
not an end in itself. In Annexes XII and XIII, the most important differences between 
cultures with low and high Uncertainty Avoidance are displayed. After calculating the 
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (OVI), the results of the study led to the scores shown in 
Appendix XIV.  
  
Cultural dimensions and organisations  
In every culture there are groups of people who have a common goal or are expected to 
commit to a common goal. We then speak of organisations. The way in which people in 
organisations interact with each other is strongly dependent on the culture in which these 
organisations are located. In organisations we can distinguish between structural aspects and 
human aspects. The Power Distance and the Avoidance of Uncertainty mainly influence the 
way of thinking about organisations. In every organization two questions are central:  
1. Who has the power to decide what?  
2. Which rules and procedures must be followed to achieve the desired goals?  
The Power Distance influences the answer to the first question, while the Avoidance of 
Uncertainty influences the answer to the second question. The way people function in the 
organization is mainly influenced by the other two cultural dimensions, Individualism and 
Masculinity. An insight into the way of thinking about organizations in different cultures 
can be obtained by contrasting Power Distance and Uncertainty Avoidance (Appendix XV).  
 
Reference: Geert Hofstede, All dissidents; dealing with cultural differences. Contact, Amsterdam, 1998.   
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Annex I  
  
Main differences between societies with small and large Power Distance in general 
standards, family, school and work.  
  
Small Power Distance  
 
Inequality between people must be 
minimised  
  
Mutual dependence between people with 
more and less power is desired and to some 
extent also achieved.  
 
Parents treat children as equals  
  
Children treat parents as equals  
  
At school, teachers expect initiatives from 
students  
  
Teachers are specialists who transmit 
impersonal truths  
  
Higher educated people have fewer 
authoritarian values than lower educated 
people 
 
Hierarchy in organizations means an 
inequality in roles that is set for practical 
reasons 
 
Decentralization is popular  
 
Relatively small differences in income 
between the top and the base of an 
organization  
 
Subordinates expect to be consulted  
  
The ideal chef is a competent democrat  
  
 
Privileges and status symbols are undesirable 
 

 Large Power Distance 
 
Inequality between people is both expected and 
desired  
  
People with less power should be dependent on 
people with more power; in practice, less 
powerful people are polarised between 
dependence and counter-dependence.  
 
Parents teach children obedience  
  
Children treat parents with respect  
  
At school the teacher takes all initiatives  
  
Teachers are gurus who transfer personal 
wisdom  
  
Higher and educated people have about the 
same authoritarian values  
  
 
Hierarchy in organizations reflects the 
existential inequality between the higher and 
lower placed. 
 
Centralization is popular  
 
Relative differences in income between the top 
and the base of an organization  
 
 
Subordinates expect to be told what to do  
  
The ideal chef is a benevolent autocrat or a good 
father. 
  
Privileges and status symbols for managers are 
both expected and welcomed 
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Annex II  
  
Most important differences between societies with small and large Power Distance in 
politics and ideas.  
 
The use of power must be legitimate and 
subject to standards of good and evil 
 
Talents, wealth, power and status do not go 
away necessarily together 
 
There is a large middle class 
 
Everyone should have equal rights 
 
Mighty people try to seem less powerful 
 
 
Power is based on formal position, 
expertise and ability to reward 
 
A political system is changed by the 
rules change (evolution) 
 
Violence in domestic politics rarely occurs 
 
Pluralist governments based on election 
results 
 
The political spectrum shows a strong centre 
and weak left and right wings 
 
 
Small differences in income in society, which 
are further reduced by taxation  
  
Prevailing religions and philosophical 
systems emphasize equality  
  
 
The prevailing political ideologies emphasize 
power sharing and put it into practice  
  
Local management theories focus on the role 
of the employee 

 Power takes precedence over right: whoever 
has power is right and is good  
  
Talents, wealth, power and status should go 
together  
  
The middle class is small  
  
Powerful people have privileges  
  
Powerful people try to impress as much as 
possible  
  
Power is based on family or friends, on 
charisma and on the ability to use violence 
 
A political system is changed by replacing the 
leaders (revolution) 
 
Internal conflicts often lead to violence  
  
Autocratic and oligarchic governments based 
on co-optation  
  
The political spectrum, if it is allowed to 
manifest itself, shows a weak centre and 
strong left and right wings  
  
Large income differences in society, further 
increased by the tax system  
  
The prevailing religions and philosophical 
systems emphasize hierarchy and class 
differences 
 
The prevailing political ideologies emphasize 
power struggle and put it into practice  
  
Local management theories focus on the role 
of the manager 
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Annex III  
  
Power Distance Index (PDI) scores for fifty countries and three country groups  
   

1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 101-120  

Country PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO 

 

Malaysia 104 26 50 36  

Guatemala 95 6 37 101  

Panama 95 11 44 86  

Philippines 94 32 64 44 19 

Mexico 81 30 69 82  

Venezuela 81 12 73 76  

China 80 20 66 40 118 

Egypt 80 38 52 68  

Iraq 80 38 52 68  

Kuwait 80 38 52 68  

Lebanon 80 38 52 68  

Libya 80 38 52 68  

Saudi Arabia 80 38 52 68  

United Arab Emirates 80 38 52 68  

Ecuador 78 8 63 67  

Indonesia 78 14 46 48  

Ghana 77 20 46 54 16 

India 77 48 56 40 61 

Nigeria 77 20 46 54 16 

Sierra Leone 77 20 46 54 16 

Singapore 74 20 48 8 48 

Brazil 69 38 49 76 65 

France 68 71 43 86  

Hong Kong 68 25 57 29 96 

Poland 68 60 64 93  

Colombia 67 13 64 80  

El Salvador 66 19 40 94  

Turkey 66 37 45 85  

Belgium 65 75 54 94  

Ethiopia 64 27 41 52 25 

Kenya 64 27 41 52 25 

Peru 64 16 42 87  

Tanzania 64 27 41 52 25 
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Thailand 64 20 34 64 56 

Zambia 64 27 41 52 25 

Chile 63 23 28 86  

Portugal 63 27 31 104  

Uruguay 61 36 38 100  

Greece 60 35 57 112  

South Korea 60 18 39 85 75 

Iran 58 41 43 59  

Taiwan 58 17 45 69 87 

Czech Republic 57 58 57 74  

Spain 57 51 42 86  

Pakistan 55 14 50 70  

Japan 54 46 95 92 80 

Italy 50 76 70 75  

Argentina 49 46 56 86  

South Africa 49 65 63 49  

Hungary 46 55 88 82  

Jamaica 45 39 68 13  

United States 40 91 62 46 29 

Netherlands 38 80 14 53 44 

Australia 36 90 61 51 31 

Costa Rica 35 15 21 86  

Germany 35 67 66 65 31 

United Kingdom 35 89 66 35 25 

Switzerland 34 68 70 58  

Finland 33 63 26 59  

Norway 31 69 8 50 20 

Sweden 31 71 5 29 33 

Ireland 28 70 68 35  

New Zealand 22 79 58 49 30 

Denmark 18 74 16 23  

Israel 13 54 47 81  

Austria 11 55 79   

Annex IV 
 
Main differences between Collectivist and Individualist societies: general standards, family, 
school and work. 
 
Collectivist  
 
People are born into extended families or 

 Individualistic 
 
You grow up to take care of yourself and maybe 
your family 
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other wine groups that protect them 
permanently in exchange for loyalty 
 
You derive your identity from your social 
network 
 
Children learn to think in terms of 'us’ 
 
The harmony must always be preserved, and 
direct confrontation avoided 
 
Strong-context communication  
 
A transgression leads to shame and loss of 
face for yourself and your group  
 
The purpose of education is learning to do 
 
Diplomas give access to groups with a 
higher status 
 
The employer-employee relationship is seen 
as a moral bond, about like a family bond 
  
Staff selection and promotions are influenced 
by the group to which you belong 
 
Management means leading groups   
 
Personal relationships come before the task 

 
 
You derive your identity from yourself 
 
 
Children learn to think in terms of 'I’ 
 
Harmony must always be preserved, and direct 
confrontation avoided 
 
Weak-context communication   
 
A mistake leads to guilt and loss of self-respect 
 
 
The purpose of education is learning to live 
 
Diplomas increase your economic value and/or 
self-respect 
 
The employer-employee relationship is 
conceived as a contract based on reciprocal gain. 
 
Staff selection and promotions should only be 
based on competence and rules 
 
Management means leading individuals   
 
Tasks come before personal relationships 
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Annex V  
 
Main differences between Collectivist and Individualistic societies: politics and ideas. 
 
Collectivist 
 
Collective interests take precedence over 
individual interests 
 
Private life is subordinate to group life 
 
Opinions are determined by membership of the 
group   
 
Laws and rights differ per group 
 
Low per capita GNP 
 
Dominant role of the state in the economy 
 
The economic system operates on the basis of 
group interests 
 
Media controlled by the state 
 
Imported economic theories, which 
are largely irrelevant because they do not take 
into account collectivist and particularist 
concerns 
 
In ideologieën wordt gelijkheid zwaarder 
gewogen dan vrijheid 
 
Harmony and consensus in society as 
ideals 

 Individualistic 
 
Individual interests take precedence over 
collective interests 
 
Everyone has the right to privacy 
 
Everyone is expected to have their own opinion 
 
 
Laws and rights must be the same for everyone 
 
High per capita GNP 
 
Limited role of the state in the economy 
 
The economic system operates on the basis of 
individual interests 
 
Freedom of the press 
 
Economic theories from our own cultural 
heritage, based on the pursuit of individual 
self-interest 
 
 
In ideologieën wordt individuele vrijheid 
zwaarder gewogen dan gelijkheid 
 
Self-realization of each individual as an ideal 
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Annex VI  
 
Individualism Index (IDV) scores for fifty countries and three country groups   

 

1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 101-120  

Country PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO 

 

United States 40 91 62 46 29 

Australia 36 90 61 51 31 

United Kingdom 35 89 66 35 25 

Netherlands 38 80 14 53 44 

New Zealand 22 79 58 49 30 

Italy 50 76 70 75  

Belgium 65 75 54 94  

Denmark 18 74 16 23  

France 68 71 43 86  

Sweden 31 71 5 29 33 

Ireland 28 70 68 35  

Norway 31 69 8 50 20 

Switzerland 34 68 70 58  

Germany 35 67 66 65 31 

South Africa 49 65 63 49  

Finland 33 63 26 59  

Poland 68 60 64 93  

Czech Republic 57 58 57 74  

Austria 11 55 79 70  

Hungary 46 55 88 82  

Israel 13 54 47 81  

Spain 57 51 42 86  

India 77 48 56 40 61 

Argentina 49 46 56 86  

Japan 54 46 95 92 80 

Iran 58 41 43 59  

Jamaica 45 39 68 13  

Brazil 69 38 49 76 65 

Egypt 80 38 52 68  

Iraq 80 38 52 68  

Kuwait 80 38 52 68  

Lebanon 80 38 52 68  

Libya 80 38 52 68  
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Saudi Arabia 80 38 52 68  

United Arab Emirates 80 38 52 68  

Turkey 66 37 45 85  

Uruguay 61 36 38 100  

Greece 60 35 57 112  

Philippines 94 32 64 44 19 

Mexico 81 30 69 82  

Ethiopia 64 27 41 52 25 

Kenya 64 27 41 52 25 

Portugal 63 27 31 104  

Tanzania 64 27 41 52 25 

Zambia 64 27 41 52 25 

Malaysia 104 26 50 36  

Hong Kong 68 25 57 29 96 

Chile 63 23 28 86  

China 80 20 66 40 118 

Ghana 77 20 46 54 16 

Nigeria 77 20 46 54 16 

Sierra Leone 77 20 46 54 16 

Singapore 74 20 48 8 48 

Thailand 64 20 34 64 56 

El Salvador 66 19 40 94  

South Korea 60 18 39 85 75 

Taiwan 58 17 45 69 87 

Peru 64 16 42 87  

Costa Rica 35 15 21 86  

Indonesia 78 14 46 48  

Pakistan 55 14 50 70  

Colombia 67 13 64 80  

Venezuela 81 12 73 76  

Panama 95 11 44 86  

Ecuador 78 8 63 67  

Guatemala 95 6 37 101  

  
  
Annex VII  
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See next page for the coding of the countries and groups of countries   
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Annex VII (continued)  
   
ARA  Arabische landen  1)    JPN  Japan  
ARG  Argentinië    KOR  Zuid-Korea  
AUL  Australië    MAL  Maleisië  
AUT  Oostenrijk    MEX  Mexico  
BEL  België    NET  Nederland  
BRA  Brazilië    NOR  Noorwegen  
CAN  Canada    NZL  Nieuw-Zeeland  
CHL  Chili    PAK  Pakistan  
COL  Colombia    PAN  Panama  
COS  Costa Rica    PER  Peru  
DEN  Denemarken    PHI  Filippijnen  
EAF  Oost-Afrika  2)    POR  Portugal  
EQA  Ecuador    SAF  Zuid-Afrika  
FIN  Finland    SAL  Salvador  
FRA  Frankrijk    SIN  Singapore  
GBR  Groot-Brittannië    SPA  Spanje  
GER  Duitsland    SWE  Zweden  
GRE  Griekenland    SWI  Zwitserland  
GUA  Guatemala    TAI  Taiwan  
HOK  Hongkong    THA  Thailand  
IDO  Indonesië    TUR  Turkije  
IND  India    URU  Uruguay  
IRA  Iran    USA  Verenigde Staten  
IRE  Ierland    VEN  Venezuela  
ISR  Israël    WAF  West-Afrika  3)  
ITA  Italië    YUG  Joegoslavië  
JAM  Jamaica        
  
Standard abbreviations for the country and country group names  
  

                                                      
1 )  Egypte Irak, Koeweit, Libanon, Libië, Saoedi-Arabië, Verenigde Arabische Emiraten  
2 )  Ethiopië, Kenia, Tanzania, Zambia  
3 )  Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone  
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Annex VIII 
 
Main differences between Feminine and Masculine societies: general standards, family, 
school and work. 
 
Feminine 
 
Dominant values in society are caring for 
others and the environment 
 
People and personal relationships are 
important 
 
Everyone is expected to be modest 
 
Both men and women can be soft and pay 
attention to interpersonal relationships 
 
In the family, father and mother are concerned 
with both facts and feelings 
 
Boys and girls can cry, but neither can they 
fight 
 
Sympathy for the weak and the loser 
 
The average student is the norm  
 
Poor study performance is not a disaster 
 
Friendly teachers are most appreciated 
 
Boys and girls choose the same subjects and 
disciplines 
 
Work to live 
 
Managers use their intuition and strive for 
consensus 
 
Emphasis on equality, solidarity and quality of 
life 
 
Conflicts are resolved through compromise 
and negotiation 
 

 Masculine 
 
Dominant values in society are material success 
and progress 
 
Money and things are important 
 
Men are expected to be assertive, ambitious 
and tough 
 
Women are considered to be soft and to take 
care of interpersonal relationships 
 
In the family, father is concerned with facts and 
mother with feelings 
 
Girls cry, boys don't; boys must strike back if 
they are attacked, girls must not fight 
 
Sympathy for the strong and for the winner 
 
The best student is the norm 
 
Poor study performance is a disaster 
 
Brilliant teachers are most appreciated 
 
Boys and girls choose different subjects and 
disciplines 
 
Live to work 
 
Managers are deemed to be decisive and 
assertive 
 
Emphasis on pay for work, competition 
between colleagues, and performance 
 
Conflicts are solved by fighting them out 
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Annex IX  
  
Main differences between Feminine and Masculine societies: politics and ideas 
 
Feminine  Masculine  

  
  
  
  

 
Ideal of a welfare state  
  

 
Ideal of a performance society 
  

The needy must be helped 
  

The strong must be given their chance   

Tolerant society  
  

Repressive society  
  

Keep it small; gently, then the line will not break   Large is beautiful and much is tasty; the faster the 
better  
 

Preserving the environment is a top priority Maintaining economic growth is a top priority  

The government spends a relatively large part of 
its budget on development cooperation 
  

The government spends a relatively small part of 
its budget on development cooperation   

International conflicts must be resolved through 
negotiation and compromise   

International conflicts must be resolved by 
showing power and fighting   

A relatively large number of women in elected 
political positions 

A relatively small number of women in elected 
political positions    

The dominant religions emphasize the 
complementarity of the sexes     

The dominant religions emphasize the dominant 
position of the man   

The women's movement strives to ensure that men 
and women share tasks equally both at work and at 
home  

Women's movement aims to ensure that women 
have access to positions previously reserved for 
men  
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Annex X  
  
Masculinity index (MAS) scores for fifty countries and three country groups  

 

1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 101-120  

Country PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO 

 

Japan 54 46 95 92 80 

Hungary 46 55 88 82  

Austria 11 55 79 70  

Venezuela 81 12 73 76  

Italy 50 76 70 75  

Switzerland 34 68 70 58  

Mexico 81 30 69 82  

Ireland 28 70 68 35  

Jamaica 45 39 68 13  

China 80 20 66 40 118 

Germany 35 67 66 65 31 

United Kingdom 35 89 66 35 25 

Colombia 67 13 64 80  

Philippines 94 32 64 44 19 

Poland 68 60 64 93  

Ecuador 78 8 63 67  

South Africa 49 65 63 49  

United States 40 91 62 46 29 

Australia 36 90 61 51 31 

New Zealand 22 79 58 49 30 

Czech Republic 57 58 57 74  

Greece 60 35 57 112  

Hong Kong 68 25 57 29 96 

Argentina 49 46 56 86  

India 77 48 56 40 61 

Belgium 65 75 54 94  

Egypt 80 38 52 68  

Iraq 80 38 52 68  

Kuwait 80 38 52 68  

Lebanon 80 38 52 68  
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Libya 80 38 52 68  

Saudi Arabia 80 38 52 68  

United Arab Emirates 80 38 52 68  

Malaysia 104 26 50 36  

Pakistan 55 14 50 70  

Brazil 69 38 49 76 65 

Singapore 74 20 48 8 48 

Israel 13 54 47 81  

Ghana 77 20 46 54 16 

Indonesia 78 14 46 48  

Nigeria 77 20 46 54 16 

Sierra Leone 77 20 46 54 16 

Taiwan 58 17 45 69 87 

Turkey 66 37 45 85  

Panama 95 11 44 86  

France 68 71 43 86  

Iran 58 41 43 59  

Peru 64 16 42 87  

Spain 57 51 42 86  

Ethiopia 64 27 41 52 25 

Kenya 64 27 41 52 25 

Tanzania 64 27 41 52 25 

Zambia 64 27 41 52 25 

El Salvador 66 19 40 94  

South Korea 60 18 39 85 75 

Uruguay 61 36 38 100  

Guatemala 95 6 37 101  

Thailand 64 20 34 64 56 

Portugal 63 27 31 104  

Chile 63 23 28 86  

Finland 33 63 26 59  

Costa Rica 35 15 21 86  

Denmark 18 74 16 23  

Netherlands 38 80 14 53 44 

Norway 31 69 8 50 20 

Sweden 31 71 5 29 33 
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Annex XI  

  
  

 
  
  
Zie Annex VII (vervolg) voor de codering van de landen en landengroepen  
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Annex XII  
  
Main differences between societies with weak and strong Uncertainty Avoidance: general 
standards, family, school and work
 

 
 
  
  
  

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance  
 
Uncertainty is a normal part of life and one lives 
from day to day   

Strong Uncertainty Avoidance 
 
The insecurity inherent in existence is experienced 
as a continuing threat that must be brought under 
control.  
  

Little stress; subjective sense of well-being   Lots of stress; subjective feeling of fear   

Aggression and feelings may not be expressed   Aggression and feelings may be ventilated at the 
appropriate places and times  

One feels at ease in unclear situations and with 
unknown risks   

One accepts known risks, but is afraid of unclear 
situations and unknown risks   

Flexible rules for children about what is dirty and 
taboo   

Tight rules for children about what is dirty and 
taboo   

Students appreciate unstructured educational 
situations and good discussions   

Students appreciate structured educational 
situations and want to know the right answer   

Teachers may say they don't know something   Teachers are expected to have all the answers 

There should be no more rules than strictly 
necessary   

There is an emotional need for rules, even if they 
are impracticable   

Time is an orientation framework   Time is money 
  

Being lazy is comfortable; you only work hard 
when necessary   

Emotional need for activity; inner urge to work 
hard   

Precision and punctuality must be taught   Precision and punctuality are naturally present   

Tolerance of deviating and innovative ideas and 
behaviour 
 
Motivation through performance plus valuation or 
social needs 

Divergent ideas and behaviour are suppressed; 
resistance to innovation   
 
Motivation by safety or security plus valuation or 
social needs   
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Annex XIII  
 
Main differences between societies with weak and strong Uncertainty Avoidance: politics 
and ideas.   
 
Weak Uncertainty Avoidance 

 
   
  

 
Few laws and regulations, which are also broadly 
formulated   

Strong Uncertainty Avoidance  
Many laws and regulations, which are also very 
precise   

If the rules cannot be complied with, they must be 
changed   

If the rules cannot be observed, we are sinners and 
must confess guilt   

Citizens are empowered towards the government   Civilians are not in touch with the government  
 

Protests from citizens are admissible  
  

Protests from citizens must be oppressed  
    

Citizens are positive about government institutions  
  
  

Citizens have a negative attitude towards 
government institutions 

Officials take a positive view of the political 
process  

Officials take a negative view of the political 
process   
  

Tolerance, moderation Conservatism, extremism, call for law and order  
   

Positive attitude towards young people  Negative attitude towards young people  

Regionalism, internationalism, special status for 
minorities   

Nationalism, xenophobia, alignment of minorities   

Trust in generalists and common sense   Trust in experts and in specialisation   

Many nurses, few doctors 
  

Few nurses, many doctors   

The truth of one group should not be imposed on 
others   

There is only one Truth and that is ours 

Human rights: no one should be prosecuted for his 
or her conviction   

Religious, political and ideological 
fundamentalism and intolerance   

In philosophy and science, relativism and 
empiricism dominate   

In philosophy and science one searches for all-
encompassing theories   

Scientific opponents can be private friends  Scientific opponents cannot be private friends   
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Annex XIV  
  
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) scores for fifty countries and three country groups  

 

1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 101-120  

Country PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO 

 

Greece 60 35 57 112  

Portugal 63 27 31 104  

Guatemala 95 6 37 101  

Uruguay 61 36 38 100  

Belgium 65 75 54 94  

El Salvador 66 19 40 94  

Poland 68 60 64 93  

Japan 54 46 95 92 80 

Peru 64 16 42 87  

Argentina 49 46 56 86  

Chile 63 23 28 86  

Costa Rica 35 15 21 86  

France 68 71 43 86  

Panama 95 11 44 86  

Spain 57 51 42 86  

South Korea 60 18 39 85 75 

Turkey 66 37 45 85  

Hungary 46 55 88 82  

Mexico 81 30 69 82  

Israel 13 54 47 81  

Colombia 67 13 64 80  

Brazil 69 38 49 76 65 

Venezuela 81 12 73 76  

Italy 50 76 70 75  

Czech Republic 57 58 57 74  

Austria 11 55 79 70  

Pakistan 55 14 50 70  

Taiwan 58 17 45 69 87 

Egypt 80 38 52 68  

Iraq 80 38 52 68  
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Kuwait 80 38 52 68  

Lebanon 80 38 52 68  

Libya 80 38 52 68  

Saudi Arabia 80 38 52 68  

United Arab Emirates 80 38 52 68  

Ecuador 78 8 63 67  

Germany 35 67 66 65 31 

Thailand 64 20 34 64 56 

Finland 33 63 26 59  

Iran 58 41 43 59  

Switzerland 34 68 70 58  

Ghana 77 20 46 54 16 

Nigeria 77 20 46 54 16 

Sierra Leone 77 20 46 54 16 

Netherlands 38 80 14 53 44 

Ethiopia 64 27 41 52 25 

Kenya 64 27 41 52 25 

Tanzania 64 27 41 52 25 

Zambia 64 27 41 52 25 

Australia 36 90 61 51 31 

Norway 31 69 8 50 20 

New Zealand 22 79 58 49 30 

South Africa 49 65 63 49  

Indonesia 78 14 46 48  

United States 40 91 62 46 29 

Philippines 94 32 64 44 19 

China 80 20 66 40 118 

India 77 48 56 40 61 

Malaysia 104 26 50 36  

Ireland 28 70 68 35  

United Kingdom 35 89 66 35 25 

Hong Kong 68 25 57 29 96 

Sweden 31 71 5 29 33 

Denmark 18 74 16 23  

Jamaica 45 39 68 13  

Singapore 74 20 48 8 48 
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 Annex XV  
  

 
  
For the coding of countries and groups of countries, see Annex VII (cont'd).
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Global Dexterity by Andy Molinsky  
  

Global dexterity is needed to be effective in working global. We need to become global chameleons.  

Three core psychological challenges when learning to adapt your cultural behaviour:  

• The competence Challenge: Feeling that your knowledge and skill is not up to the task of 
adapting behaviour  

• The authenticity Challenge: Experiencing the new behaviour as being in conflict with your 
accustomed way of behaving and with your pre-existing cultural values and beliefs  

• The resentment Challenge: Feeling that the very act of adapting cultural behaviour is a 
burden and an imposition.  

  
Step 1: Diagnosing the cultural code by portraying cultures in terms of six dimensions:  

• Directness: How straightforwardly am I expected to communicate in this situation?  
• Enthusiasm: How much positive emotion ad energy am I expected to show to others in this 

situation?  
• Formality: How much deference and respect am I expected to demonstrate in this situation?  
• Assertiveness: How strongly am I expected to express my voice in this situation?  
• Self-promotion: How positively am I expected to speak about my skills and accomplishments 

in this situation?  
• Personal disclosure: How much can I reveal about myself in this situation?  

You cannot put a country in one cultural code, it depends also on regionality, industry, urban cities- 
countryside, personal backgrounds.  
 
Step 2: Learning how to customize or personalize your behaviour so you can be appropriate and feel 
comfortable at the same time  

There is not one way to behave, but there is a Zone of appropriateness. You find yourself a place on 
this zone of appropriateness within your personal comfort zone. In case these two do not meet, you 
need to stretch your personal comfort zone to be effective.  

Stretching your personal comfort zone in three steps:  

• Diagnosis: identifying the most challenging dimension for you  
• Customization: putting your own personal spin on the behaviour you need to show so that it 

feels natural to your and at the same time is appropriate and effective in the new setting.  
• Integration: becoming so familiar and comfortable with the new way of behaving that it 

becomes your ‘new normal’. Evaluation and feedback play a key role. (inner feeling that feels 
right and effectiveness).  

Adapt but do not bleach out who you are.  

Step 3: Integrating what you have learned into your personal repertoire through rehearsal and 
evaluation.  
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 Pinto’s Three-Step-Method   
 

Diversity Broad: theory and practice  

   
1. Definition  
Diversity refers broadly to ethnic, religious and cultural differences, but also to 
differences such as: gender, age, position, job level, sexual orientation.  
 
2. Introduction  
People can be very different in their mental programming. Much has been written 
about this, especially by anthropologists. The best known is Geert Hofstede who, 
following a survey at IBM among employees in various countries, came to an 
arrangement of these differences around what he calls a number of 'dimensions'. 
He initially distinguished four dimensions and later added a fifth:  

- Power distance  
- Uncertainty Avoidance  
- Individualism  
- Masculinity  
- Short- versus long-term planning  
 

This order was widely criticised, especially at the methodological level. Hofstede, 
for example, has been accused of indiscriminately applying national cultures to 
individuals. Nevertheless, others followed Hofstede's classification of dimensions. 
 
Nancy Adler came up with six and Fons Trompenaars with seven dimensions, which 
coincide with Hofstede's parts and complement them. The main objections against 
the approach to dimensions in addition to the methodological criticism are as 
follows. First, the number of dimensions is arbitrary and this approach also has a 
static, stigmatizing character. Nor does it offer room for the evolution that is 
characteristic of norms and values that underlie behaviour and communication at 
all levels.  
 
In addition, the authors mentioned lack a methodical approach to how effectively 
to deal with diversity. Indeed, Hofstede proclaims in this context: "It often gets in 
the way when we try to get to get a job done with somebody whose mental 
programming is slightly different". Whereas with an effective (methodical) 
approach such differences can actually lead to enrichment.  
 
These points of criticism were partly the reason for the development of the 
'structure theory' and the Three Steps Method (TSM): how effectively to deal with 
differences between people, while retaining everyone's individuality.  
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Below is a brief presentation of this theory and method. Both the structure theory 
and the TSM are described and illustrated in various books with many cases from 
the practice of business, government, healthcare, police, justice, education, etc.  
  
Structure theory: a new and broad approach to differences     
The essence of the structure theory comes down to this: a structure which relates 
to rules and codes, as indicated above, is accompanied by concepts which express 
many or few rules, tight or loose, detailed or global. In structure theory, the terms 
fine-meshed (F) versus coarse-meshed (C) structures are used.  
  
The extremes of these F and C structures are located on a continuum between on 
the one hand F: a predominantly full, detailed and rigid structure of codes of 
conduct and communication rules between people (as in Somalia and Morocco) and 
on the other hand C: broader, looser and more global system of rules and codes (as 
in Canada, the United States and the Netherlands).  
  
This difference can be seen not only between countries, but also between groups, 
regions, parts of the country, companies, departments and individuals. Even within 
one and the same family. In other words: this approach applies to the macro, meso 
and micro levels.  
  
M structure  
Between the F and the C structures is a mixed (M) structure. This form is found in 
Eastern Europe and among the second generation of migrants anywhere in the 
world. But also in the Caribbean, where women occupy a special position because 
of the concubinate culture.    
 
4. Four factors  
The fact that one individual belongs more to the F and the other more to the C 
structure is attributed to four factors: prosperity, religion, social environment and 
the genetic material of each individual. For all four factors, development (positive 
or negative) is possible.    
 
5. Metaphor: diamond and graphite  
If someone belongs more to the F than to the C structure, this has far-reaching 
consequences for behaviour, communication, perception and perception. This 
difference in structure is also, as a metaphor, what distinguishes diamond from 
graphite. Both are made up of identical parts: atoms of the element carbon. And 
yet they show immense differences.  

- Diamond is so hard that you can drill into stone, while graphite is so soft that 
you can write or lubricate with it.  
- Diamond is transparent to light while graphite is black.  
- Diamond is a good insulator and graphite is a good conductor for electrical 
current.  
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The differences are not in the properties of the base element. In what is it? In the 
structure, the way the atoms are arranged: a layered structure for graphite versus 
a three-dimensional, pyramid-like structure with great stability for diamond.  
  
The metaphor is clear: the differences between people are not in the properties of 
the basic element of which we are all composed, nor in the fact that all people on 
earth know rules of conduct and communication codes, but in the structure of 
those rules and codes.  
  
The difference in structure causes, just like in the metaphor, differences that are 
so far apart that they are sometimes diametrically opposed to each other and 
exclude each other.  
 
6. Generalization versus uniqueness  
A sociological order involves the generalisation of large groups of people. This is at 
odds with the uniqueness of each individual. Structure theory solves this dilemma 
(see figure).  
  
 
The structure theory in the picture: segment and individual within it  

 
  
Comments: persons a, b, c, etc... may belong to segment F, but they are different. 
The same applies to the other segments.  
  
Attention: With 'Individu' one should think of a number of dots, equal to the 
number of earth inhabitants (almost 7 billion).  
  
Examples:  
Some patterns, which by the way are not recognized in the classifications of 
dimensions, are:  
- With the F structure, there is a greater need for clarity (and less nuance) across 
the board, also with regard to the various roles.   
- More F also means more collective identity, this means that the group (and not 
the individual) is central.   
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The consequences of this for behaviour and experience are very far-reaching:  
- an external (instead of internal) frame of reference for good and evil;  
- motivation by the group (more than the intrinsic motivation);  
- almost everything is personal; little distinction between personal and business;  
- The emphasis is more on relationship and form and less on content;  
- the highest goal is honour and not self-fulfilment.  

 
The practical consequences can easily be guessed in all kinds of situations: 
motivation, negotiation, conflict management, etc.    
 
7. Consequence for the theory of motivation  
The understanding of the big differences between the structures (F and C) also 
affects the famous pyramid of Maslow. Mandatory cost in motivational studies in 
management training, with which Maslow organizes the hierarchy of human needs.  
  
This pyramid of Maslow is valid for Western (C) oriented people (12% of the world 
population), but not for all humanity. The eastern (F) part of the world (88%) has 
different needs than the western part and a different (F) hierarchy of needs (see 
figure below).  
 

Pyramids of the hierarchy of human needs of Maslow (left) and Pinto (right) for respectively the C and the F 
structures.  
 

8. Consequence 
Dealing with differences that may be so far apart as outlined above, while 
maintaining each person's individuality (core values), is what the Three Steps 
Method (TSM) aims at. Following on from the structure theory, the TSM also applies 
to the macro, meso and micro levels.  
  
In short, the TSM method comes down to this:   
 

Step 1: Get to know and establish your own (culture-related) norms and values (as a country, 
region, company, organisation or individual). Which rules and codes influence your own thinking, 
acting and communication? 

  
Step 2: getting to know (culture-related) norms, values and codes of conduct of the other 
person (i.e. acquiring knowledge). In this second step, opinions about the other person's 
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behaviour are first separated from facts. The background and ratio of the 'strange' behaviour or 
expression of the other person is sought (investigated).   
 
Step 3: determine how to deal with the differences observed in the given situation. Determining 
where the boundaries (the legal ones for example, but also the own boundaries) lie in terms of 
taking into account, acceptance of and adaptation to the other. Report these boundaries to the 
other clearly, clearly and unambiguously. This report must be attuned to the way that suits the 
other person in order to reach him or her.    

 
Please note: when setting boundaries, realistic factors such as power and 
importance probably also play a major role.  
 
9. Conclusion  
If we want to benefit from the diversity of our contemporary society, then a) 
awareness, b) insight into the backgrounds of differences between people and c) a 
methodical approach to these differences are indispensable.   
 
http://www.davidpinto.nl/theorie.php  

  

http://www.davidpinto.nl/theorie.php
http://www.davidpinto.nl/theorie.php
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Cheat Sheet to 10 Cultural Codes   

From Around the World  
  
Most of us collaborate with teams across borders and cultures on a regular basis, whether we 
spend our time in the office or out on the road.  And when we do, it’s essential to have a quick 
sense of the “code” of the new culture we’re operating in. In this e-book, you will find an 
executive summary of 10 different cultural codes from around the globe.   
  
I developed this e-book from over 50 interviews with experts from each of the different cultures, 
as part of the research for my Global Dexterity book. Of course, as is the case with any executive 
summary, there are always exceptions to the cultural trends.  So treat this information as one 
source of evidence about what to expect.    
  
To orient your reading: let me share with you the six-dimensional framework I use to capture 
differences across cultures.  
  

1. Directness: How straightforwardly do people typically communicate in this culture?  
2. Enthusiasm: How much positive emotion and energy do they typically show?  
3. Formality: How much deference and respect do people typically demonstrate?  
4. Assertiveness: How strongly do people typically express voice their opinions?  
5. Self-Promotion: How acceptable is it for people to speak about their accomplishments?  
6. Personal Expressiveness: How much do people typically reveal about themselves?   

  
I hope this handy guide gives you a head start on your journey to act outside your own cultural 
comfort zone.   
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ASIA  

  
China, Korea, Japan, India  

  
  
  

THE CHINESE CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  Low, but depends on power, company type, and generation  

Enthusiasm  Low, but some differences by generation  
Assertiveness  Low, but depends on power relationship  
Self-Promotion   Low   
Formality   High   
Personal Disclosure   Low or High, depending on relationship   
  
Directness:  Low overall, but depends on power relationship, company type, and generation  
  
Generally speaking, Chinese are quite indirect with their communication style, preferring to hint 
at something and allow the listener to “connect the dots,” rather than communicate the message 
directly.  In China, maintaining social harmony within the group is much more important than 
catering to individual needs. Thus, to the extent that communicating something directly calls 
attention to the self (at the expense of the group), it is discouraged.  Additionally, direct 
communication can often be “face threatening” – that is, it can put someone in an awkward or 
uncomfortable social position, which can lead to shame or embarrassment.  Thus, to avoid these 
threats to a person’s face, or social image, Chinese will often communicate messages indirectly.   
  
It’s important to note, however, that because of the hierarchical nature of Chinese society, the 
rule of indirectness does not necessarily apply to superiors who are typically quite direct when 
communicating with subordinates. Also, company type also matters a great deal in China.  State-
owned enterprises are more traditional in their communication style than Western (or non 
Chinese)-owned companies, and would therefore tend to have a more indirect communication 
style.  Finally, some of the younger generation of Chinese, many of whom have been schooled in 
the West, have adopted Western practices and operate with a more direct communication style.   
  
Enthusiasm: Low, but some differences by generation   
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Generally speaking, Chinese are not particularly enthusiastic or emotionally expressive in 
business interactions. Modesty, self-control, and reserve are key values in Chinese culture and 
displaying too much outward enthusiasm, especially in front of a boss, can be seen as “showing 
off”, which is not condoned.  That said, Chinese do tend to express more emotion over time as 
they get to know a person, and the younger generation tends to be more comfortable with 
emotional expressiveness than the previous generation. This is due in part from the belief that 
expressing thoughts and feelings can result in a more efficient workplace.   
  
Assertiveness:  Low, but depends on power relationship   
  
Assertiveness in China is also low; however, it depends on the nature of the relationship.  
Subordinates do not typically act assertively with their superiors in the hierarchical Chinese 
workplace.  However, the opposite is the case for superiors who act quite assertively with their 
employees.   Of course, this varies by company type, as traditional Chinese state-owned 
companies demonstrate far more traditional norms in terms of assertiveness than foreign-owned 
companies do.   
  
Self-Promotion:  Low   
  
Chinese tend to be more self-deprecating than self-promotional, preferring to call more attention 
to their faults than to their positive characteristics. When Chinese do call attention to their 
accomplishments, they do so quite indirectly. A Chinese subordinate interested in a promotion 
might send subtle signals regarding her positive qualities, hoping that the superior will pick up on 
the message. Chinese also work hard behind the scenes to cultivate allies and contacts who can 
engage in self-promotion on their behalf, and therefore avoid the face-threatening experience of 
having to do it themselves.  As is the case with the other characteristics of the cultural code, the 
younger generation in China (especially those with experience working and studying in the US) is 
also becoming increasingly more comfortable with self-promotion.  
  
Formality:  High   
  
Generally speaking, China has a quite formal business culture. This manifests itself in a number 
of ways.  First, titles are very important in China.  If you are the chairman of the company, you 
are referred to as “Chairman Jones.”  If you are the general manager, you are referred to as 
“General Manager Jones” and so on.  If you are a subordinate and are interested in speaking with 
someone above you in the hierarchy, you cannot go knock on the door for a chat.  Instead, you 
need to go through very specific channels. Rituals are also quite important in Chinese business 
culture. The exchange of business cards, for example, happens quite formally and ritualistically, 
like in Japan, where a person is expected to receive the business card with two hands, spend a 
respectable amount of time viewing the card, and then putting it down on the table, as opposed 
to in one’s pocket.     
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Business dinners are also quite ritualistic in China.  For example, the second most important 
person at the table sits to the immediate right of the most important person and the third most 
important person sits to the left of the most important person and so on.  Additionally, people 
are expected to serve others at a Chinese business dinner, especially those most senior to them.  
People often toast at business dinners in a formal, ritualistic fashion – toasting each other, the 
company, the business relationship.  Finally, it’s very common late at night after several drinks to 
become very informal at Chinese business gatherings.  People will sing karaoke and speak with 
each other in a much more informal and familiar manner than during the business day.  
Additionally, unlike Korea and Japan, where what happens during these events does not translate 
back into the workplace, the relationships forged at Chinese late night drinking establishments 
do seem to carry over to the next day, resulting in closer ties with colleagues, even those more 
senior to you.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  Low or High, depending on relationship   
  
Personal disclosure in China depends a great deal on the relationship.  Chinese can be quite 
guarded and protective with personal information among people they do not know well – 
especially people they perceive themselves to be in competition with for limited resources.  The 
logic is that if people reveal personal information, it could be used against them in some way and 
lead to a strategic disadvantage. This changes significantly, however, once a strong, trusting 
relationship is forged. When you have been accepted into the “in group,” Chinese will be 
extremely forthcoming and personally expressive. Another important element of personal 
expressiveness in China is the late night dinner and karaoke events.  Chinese will often go out to 
dinner with coworkers and frequently, they will end up drinking at karaoke bars.   As is the case 
in other Asian cultures like Korea and Japan, late night drinking is an opportunity to escape the 
formality and hierarchical structure of daily organizational life and to be more casual and informal 
with peers and especially bosses. However, interestingly, unlike Korea and Japan where such 
behavior is strictly limited to these late night drinking events, in China, the relationships forged 
while drinking and singing can carry over into the office, sometimes leading to a somewhat closer 
and more personal relationship with a superior.   
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THE KOREAN CULTURAL CODE  

  
Directness  Low, but depends on context and relationship  
Enthusiasm  Moderate  
Assertiveness  Low to moderate   
Self-Promotion   Low, but depends on generation   
Formality   High, but depends on generation   
Personal Disclosure  High    
  
Directness:  Low, but depends on context and relationship   
  
In general, Koreans are generally quite indirect in their communication style at work, especially 
when communicating information that could be potentially “face-threatening” to another 
person. This is especially true when interacting with superiors, with whom it is especially critical 
to maintain harmonious relationships and show high levels of deference and respect.  In contrast, 
Korean superiors are quite direct and straightforward with their subordinates.  Peers in Korea 
communicate with each other more directly than they would with a superior, but they are still 
conscious of face threats and the need to demonstrate politeness.  It’s also important to note 
that the younger generation of Koreans, many of whom received their undergraduate or MBA 
degrees abroad in the West, act in a manner that is far more direct and straightforward than 
earlier generations (although still quite respectful and deferential towards authority).  Finally, 
things change significantly at night when Korean colleagues go to dinner or to a bar for drinks.  In 
this setting away from work, Koreans can behave more directly than they ordinarily do at work – 
even with authority figures.   
  
Enthusiasm:  Moderate   
  
Koreans are generally comfortable showing positive emotions such as enthusiasm in a work 
setting.  However, if an individual expresses too much enthusiasm, this could draw too much 
attention to him or herself, which is against Korean values emphasizing the group welfare over 
individual accomplishments. Subordinates are also less likely to express positive emotion with 
their boss, for fear that their expressed emotion could be interpreted as evaluating the boss’ 
performance (taboo in Korean culture), or potentially outshining the boss (also taboo).  The rules 
change somewhat for negative emotions, as Koreans are less willing to display negative emotions 
for fear of upsetting group harmony.   
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Assertiveness:  Low to moderate   
  
Assertiveness in Korea depends a great deal on the nature of the relationship. Korean 
subordinates are not very assertive in their communication with superiors. However, Korean 
bosses are quite assertive with their employees. With peers, Koreans are relatively assertive.  
However, there are also some potential dangers associated with assertiveness.   First, it can be 
seen as directing too much attention towards the self (as opposed to the group), and second, it 
can be seen as upsetting group harmony.  For these reasons, Koreans often suppress individual 
assertiveness for the benefit of the group.  That said, the younger generation in Korea is more 
assertive than earlier generations.  There also seems to be a trend among Korean bosses – 
especially those of a younger generation to be somewhat less assertive (and gentler) with their 
own employees, perhaps influenced by Western management techniques. This is of course 
relative, and from a Western perspective, a “softer” Korean style would likely still be seen as 
relatively assertive and hierarchical.    
  
Self-Promotion: Low, but depends on generation   
  
Traditionally speaking, Koreans do not engage in overt self-promotion. This is because modesty 
is a strong cultural value, and overt self-promotion is generally viewed as being immodest and 
insincere.  The logic in Korea is that if you are intelligent, work hard, and care about others, people 
will notice and you will be rewarded.  Additionally, people in your close personal and professional 
network will take care of you and help you advance in your career.  It is important to note, 
however, that with Western influence in Korea, the younger generation is becoming more 
comfortable with overt self-presentation than the previous generation.  Additionally, in certain 
Western-influenced industries such as finance and consulting self-promotion is more acceptable 
than in more traditional settings.   
  
Formality:  High, although again, depends on generation  
  
Koreans are quite formal at work and, like Chinese and other East Asian cultures, are particularly 
formal when interacting with superiors (although Korea is less strictly formal than Japan). Korean 
formality is reflected in polite language, a formal dress code, and in the use of titles such as Dr., 
Professor, Mr. etc.  Koreans would never call their boss by his or her first name, and that is true 
of the younger generation as well who are starting to act slightly less formally than their 
predecessors.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  High  
  
Koreans tend to share a lot of personal information with people at work.  One reason for this is 
that the idea of a close, tightly knit “in group” is an important feature of Korean culture, as is the 
importance of establishing relationships as a precursor to doing business.  Also, for Koreans, 
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sharing personal information is very important in order to understand a person’s status relative 
to you.  Understanding this status difference is crucial for knowing how to address and speak with 
the person and what level of polite language to use.  Age and seniority, for example, are very 
important distinguishing features in Korea.  If you graduate from the same college as another 
person, but two years earlier, you will forever be an “elder” and respected as a “senior alumnus” 
in that person’s eyes.   One final note about personal expressiveness:  Like in many other cultures, 
Koreans do not engage in small talk with people they do not know.  They will not even say hello 
to someone outside of their immediate circle.  Within the circle, however, Koreans will feel 
comfortable asking and being asked many personal questions.   

  
 

THE JAPANESE CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  Low, but depends on where and when   
Enthusiasm  Low  
Assertiveness  Low to moderate   
Self-Promotion   Low   
Formality   High   
Personal Disclosure  Low, but depends where and when    
  
Directness:  Low, but depends on where and when  
  
Japanese are very careful with the way that they communicate, especially when it comes to 
information that could be potentially “face threatening.”  As a result, people will often express 
things in far more indirect terms than someone in the West would be accustomed to.   This is 
especially the case in a group setting, with people one does not know particularly well, and with 
people who are senior and in more powerful positions.  In these cases, it is critical to maintain 
harmony and avoid any potential face-threatening statement.  The ability to “read between the 
lines” and communicate information that is subtle, but still gets the message across is a highly 
prized characteristic in Japanese culture.   However, Japanese are not always so indirect, 
especially when getting together with colleagues outside of the work environment.  At a bar or 
restaurant after work hours, a Japanese person might ask you personal questions that 
Westerners might actually perceive as being too direct, even for Western cultures.  They might 
for example as you about your age or how much money you make.  Questions like these that 
might be taboo in the West, and certainly in social settings in the U.S., would be considered fair 
game in Japan.   
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Enthusiasm:  Low, but depends on where and when  
  
Japanese are enthusiastic, but there are strict boundaries about when and where they are 
allowed to display emotion.  During the regular workday, Japanese are not typically emotionally 
expressive.  Even if they feel enthusiastic about their work, they will rarely show it explicitly.  
Westerners unfamiliar with Japanese culture can be quite surprised by what feels like a complete 
lack of emotion on the faces of their Japanese colleagues. They can misinterpret this lack of 
displayed emotion for a lack of felt emotion, which is typically incorrect.  Indeed, outside of the 
workplace setting, Japanese can show a great deal of emotion – for example, when drinking, 
having dinner with work colleagues, or singing karaoke.    
  
Assertiveness:  Low to moderate   
  
Traditional Western conceptions of assertiveness are rare in Japan:  for example, you would rarely 
see a manager vigorously argue a point in a meeting, especially with senior colleagues present, 
but even with peers.   There is an expression in Japan – the nail that sticks out gets hammered 
down – and this expression applies to assertiveness in the workplace.  However, Japanese 
certainly do get their point across in a meeting.  It is just done differently. First of all, in Japan it 
is very important to have a clear, concise, well considered rationale for what you are going to say.  
When people offer an opinion, it is expected to be a well-considered opinion.  Rarely do people 
“throw out” ideas in a Western-style brainstorming mode in Japan.  Instead, Japanese will tend 
to offer a view that is typically similar, or slightly different from the rest of the group – again, not 
wanting to stand out from the rest.  Employees will often be slightly more forthcoming in one-
on-one conversations with their boss outside of the group context where face-saving is a major 
concern.  In these meetings, people can be slightly more assertive in voicing their perspective; 
however, again, in a less direct manner than Westerners would be accustomed to.   
  
Self-Promotion: Low   
  
It is taboo to be self-promotional in Japan.  To get promoted and to advance in the company, the 
key is to do good work, work extremely hard, be a conscientious employee, and, ideally, establish 
relationships with the boss during outside work activities like karaoke, drinking and dinner.  
However, interestingly, these closer bonds forged outside of the workplace do not translate into 
a visibly closer relationship back at work in Japan.  The formalized and ritualized nature of the 
Japanese workplace does not allow for such alterations in communication style between 
superiors and subordinates.   
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Formality:  High  
  
Formality is high in Japan.  This is reflected in numerous ways.  Linguistically speaking, there are 
many different levels of politeness in the Japanese language, and it is crucial for employees to 
master and apply these different levels appropriately when communicating up and down the 
hierarchy.  Meetings are also run in quite a formal fashion. People always arrive on time to 
Japanese meetings, and there are strict protocols about where people sit.  For example, the most 
senior person will sit back to the wall, middle/center of the conference table. If someone more 
senior walks in, that person will get up and the seating will be rearranged.  Clothing is also quite 
formal in a Japanese business context.  Even in casual settings, Japanese dress quite nicely, at a 
level slightly more refined than in many Western cultures.  Of course, like other countries, 
industry does matter in terms of formality as well as the other aspects of the cultural code. If you 
are in a research atmosphere, such as in a university, the norms will be less strict and formal than 
in a more traditional setting like banking or government.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  Low, but depends on where and when  
  
At the office, personal disclosure is quite low. People do not talk much about their personal lives; 
they do not “chit chat” about their evening or weekend plans as people might in the US, Mexico, 
or Brazil.  Outside of the formal office environment, however, at lunch or in the evening at dinner 
or a bar, people will be quite personally expressive.  There also seem to have been some historical 
changes in the level of personal expressiveness in Japan as a result of the decline of the lifetime 
employment system. Under that system, the work setting felt more like a family and as a result, 
there was an increased level of personal expressiveness.  Now, the level has decreased somewhat 
from these previous levels.   
  
  

THE INDIAN CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  Low  
Enthusiasm  Moderate to low   
Assertiveness  Depends on power relationship and generation   
Self-Promotion   Low overall, but changing in certain places   
Formality   High, although depends on power relationship and generation   

Personal Disclosure  Depends on closeness of relationship    
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Directness:  Low   
  
Overall, Indians are quite indirect in their communication style, especially when communicating 
about topics that could be potentially face-threatening or embarrassing, such as disagreeing with 
someone, delivering negative feedback or bad news, or saying or doing anything else that could 
potentially disrupt group harmony. For example, if a colleague wrote a bad report, an Indian 
would be very unlikely to directly say that the report was bad.  Instead, an Indian would be more 
likely to say that he or she “did not necessarily agree with all the points” or that the person might 
want to review the report to make sure they didn’t miss anything.  Indians are especially indirect 
when it comes to communicating with superiors, to whom they typically show high levels of 
deference and respect. Indian superiors, on the other hand, are typically quite direct when 
communicating with subordinates.  Indian bosses traditionally tell their subordinates what to do 
in a very straightforward and direct manner, and subordinates typically oblige.   
  
Enthusiasm: Moderate to Low    
  
Generally speaking, Indians do not display high levels of outward enthusiasm at work, especially 
compared to the United States. This is especially true when communicating with senior members 
of the organization, with whom it is especially critical to show restraint.  However, there are some 
important exceptions.  For example, the younger generation in India is generally more dynamic 
and emotionally expressive than the older generation.  Moreover, certain bosses in India are 
more tolerant of emotional expressiveness from their subordinates than others, and so it is 
important to gauge this level of tolerance to understand the local cultural norms.  Finally, people 
in India tend to show greater amounts of expressed emotion to people they know very well.  
Thus, in a workgroup of very close colleagues, Indians will be more apt to express enthusiasm 
than in a group of relative strangers.   
  
Assertiveness: Depends on power relationship and generation  
  
Indian subordinates are traditionally quite unassertive, as it has long been taboo in India to 
disagree with or express an alternative opinion to a superior.  This is still true in many parts of 
India, although things are also changing, and some Indian bosses are starting to become more 
tolerant of assertive subordinates. Peer-to-peer, Indians are more assertive traditionally than 
with a boss; however, Indians are still typically quite attuned to “face” concerns and to not saying 
or doing anything that would be threatening to a person’s public self-image.   
  
Self-Promotion: Low overall, but changing in certain places  
  
Indians tend to be more self-effacing rather than self-promotional.  Modesty is an important 
virtue in India, especially when interacting with superiors.  If someone in India praises you in front 
of others, it is considered embarrassing.  If you give a compliment to someone, you typically do 
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not do it in front of other people.  This is not to say that Indians avoid speaking positively about 
themselves.  There are some situations where it is necessary, such as selling oneself or one’s 
company in a competitive situation.  The Indian style of self-promotion, however, would be less 
overtly self-promotional than, say, the style of Americans in a similar situation.  It should be 
noted, however, that the younger generation in Indian business is starting to become increasing 
self-promotional, and certain managers are tolerant of a greater level of self-promotion than in 
earlier generations.   Finally, peer-to-peer, Indians are more self-promotional traditionally than 
with superiors. Indian peers do not typically have a problem telling each other about their 
achievements.   
  
Formality: High, although depends on power relationship and generation   
  
In general, Indian culture is quite formal.  Indians typically greet their elders and superiors by title 
(Sir, Mr., Dr., Professor) and never by their first name. This is also the case at the university, where 
students act with extreme levels of deference and respect towards their professors.   The level 
of formality changes however peer to peer where Indians can actually be quite informal in their 
relationships. Indians who have gotten to know each other at work will often walk into each 
other’s offices or personal cubicles without knocking or being invited, and are also quite 
comfortable with physical contact and touching behavior between people of the same gender.  
Cross-gender touching and physical contact, however, is not allowed.  It should be noted, 
however, that there are some generational differences in formality, with some younger superiors 
in India delivering a less formal, more Western style of leadership.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  Depends on closeness of relationship  
  
Indians are quite personally expressive with people they know well at work. Friendly coworkers 
easily talk about “semi-personal” matters, including family, specifics about one’s job and life 
outside of work. This can be true with a boss as well, once you get to know that boss well and 
have the confidence and trust to talk about such matters.  There is a big difference, however, 
with strangers. Indians will not talk at all with strangers.  There is no such thing as making small 
talk with a stranger as there would be in the United States. In fact, many Indians are surprised at 
the level of personal information that total strangers reveal to each other in America.  Except 
with their closest friends and colleagues, Indians are more guarded typically about personal 
information.   
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EUROPE  

  
Great Britain, France, Germany  

  
  

 
THE BRITISH CULTURAL CODE  

  
Directness  Moderate   
Enthusiasm  Low    
Assertiveness  Relatively high    
Self-Promotion   Low    
Formality   Moderate    
Personal Disclosure   Moderate    
  
Directness: Moderate  
 
The British1 are relatively direct in their communication style. There is a value placed on 
directness and honesty in British communication as evidenced by the expression “calling a 
spade a spade.” When giving negative feedback, Brits tend to be relatively direct and frank, 
but also respectful, making sure to justify their impressions with evidence and analysis. In 
addition to being relatively direct, however, the British are also notoriously polite. British 
children are schooled in their “pleases and thank you’s” to a much greater extent than 
people in the US. Because of this strong value on politeness in British society, messages 
that might otherwise be delivered in a frank and direct way can sometimes get couched in 
politeness, making them slightly less direct. Finally, humor is also a distinctive and 
pervasive aspect of British communication, and this sense of humor also often brings 
communication into the indirect realm. Brits are fond of irony and sarcasm and pride 
themselves on having a self-deprecating, understated, and subtle form of humor that is 
quite cultivated but also often lost on those unfamiliar with the local communication style. 
 
  

                                                      
1 1 Great Britain consists of England, Scotland, and Wales. The UK includes those three plus 
Northern Ireland. All of these regions, of course, have their own distinctive cultural style. Moreover, 
even within one of these areas (e.g., England), you will find distinct cultural differences (e.g., 
between the north and south, across class and so on). So, this cultural profile in a general profile of 
the British people. But understand the need to generalize a bit to create an overall picture. 
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Enthusiasm: Low 
 
People in Great Britain tend to be understated and subdued, rather than outwardly 
emotionally expressive and enthusiastic. A truly outstanding achievement, for example, is 
often characterized as “not bad.” When people ask how each other are doing, the typical 
answer is “fine” (as opposed to great or good as it might be in the US). What Americans 
might describe as an “exciting” initiative at work might pass without comment in British 
culture. In general, British people value moderation and self-control rather than emotional 
expressiveness. If, for example, you have struck a really big deal or make a significant 
achievement at work, people will celebrate or congratulate, but with a certain level of 
selfrestraint. People might very well be excited for a short time and celebrate with some 
light applause and congratulatory gestures; however, the level of outward, visible 
excitement would typically be far less than in the US and last for a shorter time. There are 
no “high fives” in Great Britain. 
 
Assertiveness: Relatively high 
 
Brits are relatively assertive -- perhaps not as much as Americans or Germans, but still on 
the assertive side. Brits feel comfortable in most settings and occasions voicing their points 
of view. This is certainly true with peers and mostly true with superiors. On an 
international scale, Great Britain is not particularly hierarchical, but compared to the U.S., it 
might be slightly more hierarchical. People are certainly careful not to offend those above 
them in the hierarchy, but they are still generally willing to express their opinions and 
perspectives. 
 
Self Promotion: Low 
 
Overt self-promotion in Great Britain is forbidden. In fact, this is one of the strongest 
cultural tendencies that I noticed in my research: the importance of being able to laugh at 
oneself and to not take oneself too seriously. Brits are very uncomfortable with being 
praised in public and are quick to deflect and deflate such compliments with a witty 
counter. For example, when I told someone who was indeed very qualified to speak about 
British communication style that he was an “expert” that I was anxious to learn from, he 
responded by saying: “Guru I ain't, just an Old Sweat trying to make a living.” Thus, at an 
overt level, British are uncomfortable with self-promotion. However, at a more subtle 
level, people do self-promote – and one way, it seems, is actually by being self-deprecating 
in the first place. People value witty self-deprecation and the ability to speak poorly about 
oneself in a clever way. This, then, quite ironically, ends up making self-deprecation a 
subtle form of self-promotion. Although they shun overt self-promotion, Brits – like 
everyone else – want to be recognized and do inform others about their achievements. 
However, they do it in an understated, subtle, or non-obvious way, such as taking a boss 
aside and mentioning one’s achievement in a straightforward, non-exaggerated and 
factbased manner. 
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Formality: Moderate 
 
British business culture is moderately formal. This has changed significantly in the past 50 
years, however. People used to use formal titles in business and also dress in a suit and a 
tie. The business culture nowadays is far less formal than that. Most subordinates call 
their bosses by first names, and dress is generally more casual than in the previous era, 
although there are of course differences across professions (e.g., civil servants and 
traditional bankers would be more formal than creative professions ---- like in many world 
cultures). In addition to dress and speech, formality also manifests itself in other ways as 
well. One way is in the high level of importance placed in British culture on dexterity and 
precision with the English language. Brits are quite proud of their mastery of the language 
and of their ability to turn a phrase and to speak with a proper level of politeness and 
respect. 
 
Personal Disclosure: Moderate 
 
The British are moderate in terms of personal disclosure and it depends a great deal on 
corporate culture and personality. They do typically know personal information about 
their close work colleagues and are comfortable speaking with their immediate bosses as 
well on a first name, and relatively informal basis. Bosses often do the same, trying to get 
to know their subordinates on a quasi-personal basis in order to have a collegial 
relationship. People will often go out for a drink at the pub, especially on Friday nights after 
work, and at the pub conversation is quite open and casual. The pub tends to be a place 
where normally reserved Brits can let their hair down a bit and communicate more 
naturally and informally about all sorts of subjects. However, again, this depends a great 
deal on personality and on company culture. In some companies, it’s quite common to 
socialize after work, whereas in others, it’s much less so. 
 
  

THE FRENCH CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  Low-Moderate   
Enthusiasm  Low-Moderate   
Assertiveness  High     
Self-Promotion   Low    
Formality   Moderate-high    
Personal Disclosure   Moderate    
  
Directness: Moderate  
  
French communication style is relatively indirect.  There is an expression in France called “tourner 
autour du pot,” which is similar to the English expression “beat around the bush.” This expression 
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captures the French tendency to be somewhat indirect when communicating and to leave 
something up to the imagination.  This indirect style manifests itself in various ways.  First of all, 
French tend to be relatively conflict avoidant when communicating negative news, and prefer to 
communicate the news in an indirect style, in order to be polite and avoid hurting someone’s 
feelings.  If someone asks a French person if she is going to attend a party or a dinner, she will 
typically offer a vague response rather than directly saying no. The French style of humor is also 
quite indirect.  French love to play with subtleties in the French language, using irony and sarcasm 
to sometimes communicate a message by saying the exact opposite of what they mean.     
  
Enthusiasm:  Low-Moderate  
  
French are more subdued than enthusiastic in their emotional expressiveness.  French do not 
tend to over-react and are not prone to exaggeration or hyperbole.   For example, instead of 
something being “Good!”  or “Great!” as it might be in the US, the same thing would likely be 
described as being “Not bad” in France.  French also do not typically celebrate “small wins” in the 
workplace as these everyday accomplishments are seen as an expected part of your job rather 
than something to celebrate and be particularly enthusiastic about.   
  
Assertiveness: High   
  
French are quite assertive in their communication style. They love to argue and debate and are 
very comfortable doing so.  With bosses in the room, however, the dynamic can change 
somewhat, as France is quite a hierarchical and status-oriented culture, and French will be 
cautious to avoid saying anything that could potentially upset the boss.   
  
Self Promotion:  Low   
  
French people are very uncomfortable with self-promotion. People are trained to be humble and 
modest, and those who speak positively about themselves in an overt manner are seen as 
braggarts.  If the French do speak about themselves and their accomplishments, they will do it in 
a very concrete fashion, detailing very specific achievements and accomplishments without much 
embellishment or elaboration.  How then do people advance in their careers without explicit, 
overt self-promotion?  Networks are very important in France, especially linked to schooling.  If 
you have gone to one of the Grandes Ecoles in France, for example, which are roughly equivalent 
to the American “Ivy League” and Oxford and Cambridge in the UK, you are set for life 
professionally.  You will always have a very strong network of colleagues and alumni from your 
school to help you advance in your career.  These networks therefore in a sense serve as a 
substitute for explicit self-promotion, as others can advocate on your behalf and you can avoid 
the distasteful act of explicit self-promotion.    
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Formality:  Moderate to high  
  
French are quite formal in their communication style.  In France, like in several other cultures, 
there are two forms of the word “you” – “tu” and “vous” – and people in business settings always 
start with the more formal “vous” and maintain that level for quite a while. Hierarchy and status 
is also quite important in France, much more so than in the United States.  In France, you do not 
typically call your boss by his or her first name, unless you are in an American company operating 
in France, and even then it is not always the case.  French subordinates are typically quite 
respectful towards their bosses, although that of course varies also by company culture and by 
personality type. French are also quite polite in professional settings, which contributes to the 
overall sense of formality in the workplace.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  Moderate  
  
The French workplace is collegial and people are accustomed to sharing basic personal 
information about themselves at work, such as whether one is married, has kids, and where one 
lives.  However, beyond the basics, it is not particularly common to have intense social ties with 
work colleagues, outside of perhaps one or two close friends.  That said, people in France do tend 
to socialize during meals at work and it is very common in France to take lunch at the company-
subsidized cafeteria (required by law for enterprises of a certain size) or at a local restaurant.  
French take their time to eat a proper lunch and these lunches are a nice opportunity to build 
rapport with work colleagues.   

  

 
THE GERMAN CULTURAL CODE  

  
Directness  High    
Enthusiasm  Low-Moderate   
Assertiveness  High     
Self-Promotion   Moderate    
Formality   High, although generational differences     
Personal Disclosure  Moderate    
  
Directness:  High  
Germans are typically quite direct with their communication style.  They do not typically qualify 
what they say with expressions such as “I might be wrong, but,” or even “In my view.” Instead, 
they typically just present their perspective as directly as possible.  Germans take particular pride 
in such a style because they see directness as being precise and honest, which are two important 
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German cultural traits. For example, Germans do not typically soften performance feedback at 
work, valuing honest direct communication over soothing or protecting one’s ego.   
  
Enthusiasm: Low to moderate  
  
Germans do not typically express high levels of enthusiasm at work.  They prefer instead to be in 
control of their emotions.  This does not mean Germans don’t feel enthusiastic – they most 
certainly do and many Germans have a very high work ethic and enjoy their work. It’s just that 
when it comes to actually expressing these emotions, Germans are more apt to hide, than express 
their feelings. For example: In a meeting of a global team, a German colleague might not 
necessarily join fellow team members rejoicing about a minor accomplishment, preferring 
instead to get onto the next task at hand.   Additionally, when offering praise, German bosses are 
also not typically enthusiastic, the idea being that good work is expected -- not extraordinary --- 
and there is little reason to make a big deal out of it.   
  
Assertiveness:  High  
  
Germans typically express their opinions with confidence and are not afraid to disagree publically, 
as long as the assertiveness is task-focused. For example, German colleagues will debate 
vigorously with each other in a professional setting without fear of embarrassing or making 
another person look bad.  If Germans are expressing an opinion it is because they are confident 
about that opinion; otherwise they wouldn’t express it.    
  
Self-Promotion: Moderate  
  
Germans do not like to exaggerate or embellish accomplishments, but are also not shy about 
detailing their accomplishments in a precise, empirical, fact-based manner.   However, this style 
of self-promotion is typically less overt and direct than in the U.S.  In Germany, many people 
believe that if you do a good job, your boss will recognize that and you will be rewarded for it.  In 
other words, the work speaks for itself.   Germans are especially hesitant to speak directly about 
their accomplishments in a group setting where such behavior can be seen as overly self-
promotional.   
  
Formality:  High, although also generational differences   
  
Germans are typically quite formal and task oriented in their business communication.  People 
refer to each other with a specific formal title such as “Herr Doctor,” or with their formal name 
(Herr Jones or Frau Jones).  Also: Although it does not translate into English, Germans typically 
use the formal version of the word “you” (Sie) when communicating in a business context, except 
in rare situations where two people have become very close friends or have developed a very 
close friendship and invite one another to use the more informal “Du” form.  There are some 
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generational differences here, with the younger generation becoming less formal than the prior 
generations. However, overall, the German business culture is still quite formal.  
  
Personal Disclosure:  Moderate   
  
Germans will reveal personal information about themselves to work colleagues, but the pace of 
revealing personal information and, especially, the pace with which a friendship develops in 
Germany is far slower than in the U.S.  In Germany, it can take quite a long time to develop a 
personal friendship with a colleague, but once that friendship has been developed, it is often a 
deep, personal, and long-lasting relationship.   With this in mind, Germans often feel that 
Americans are superficial when asking each other “how things are going” in the hallway of an 
office since, in reality, they really don’t want to know how each other is – especially if things are 
not going well.   
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THE AMERICAS  

  
USA, Mexico, Brazil  

  
  

THE USA CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  High    
Enthusiasm  High    
Assertiveness  High     
Self-Promotion   High    
Formality   Low, although depends on the situation      
Personal Disclosure  High     
  
Directness:  High  
  
Americans are typically quite direct with their communication style, although there certainly are 
differences across regions (the Northeast being relatively more direct than other regions) and 
gender (men are typically more direct than women).  Overall, people in the U.S. generally value 
directness, as emphasized in the expressions being a “straight shooter,” “telling it like it is,” and 
“honesty is the best policy.”  However, in a business context, there are also limits on directness 
and people often expect directness to be delivered with politeness.  For example, telling someone 
(directly) that his or her ideas are “terrible” would typically be considered impolite and 
inappropriate. However, telling them (again, directly) that you do not agree with the ideas for 
the following reasons would be an appropriate version of direct behavior.   
  
Enthusiasm: High  
  
In the US, it is culturally acceptable, even admirable, to show enthusiasm in business settings, 
assuming it’s appropriate for the situation. For example, when arguing for a point in a meeting, 
it is quite appropriate to express your opinions enthusiastically.  Or when speaking with a 
potential employer at a networking event, it is appropriate to express your interest quite 
enthusiastically and, in fact, the employer might interpret your interest as real and genuine based 
on this expressed enthusiasm.  Of course, there are certain situations where enthusiasm would 
be inappropriate, such as during a layoff or when delivering bad news.  However, overall, 
Americans are typically quite comfortable expressing enthusiasm.   
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Assertiveness: High  
  
Assertiveness means advocating for one’s rights or expressing one’s point of view in a way that 
is strong and confident, but that does not aggressively threaten the rights of another person.  It’s 
a very individualistically oriented form of communication, consistent with the highly 
individualistic nature of the U.S. Generally speaking, assertiveness is highly valued in the U.S.  In 
fact, many people make their living offering assertiveness training classes to others in order to 
help them confidently and capably advocate for their interests and affirm their point of view.  The 
popularity of these classes attests both to the value placed on assertiveness within the culture as 
well as to the challenges that many people have in learning to use these skills.   
  
Self-Promotion:  High   
  
Compared to other cultures and countries around the world, Americans are quite comfortable 
promoting themselves in a business environment.  Perhaps because of the nature of the market-
oriented economic system in the US, people are used to having to “sell” themselves.  Of course 
not everyone feels equally comfortable selling themselves, nor is everyone equally capable at it. 
Additionally, even in the US, where self-promotion is accepted and expected, there are certain 
boundaries concerning how much selfpromotion is appropriate.  When people speak too 
positively about themselves, they can appear boastful.  Finally, there is a premium in recent years 
in the U.S. on being able to function effectively both as an individual performer and as a member 
of a team.  Thus, effective self-promotion requires the balancing act of being able to promote the 
“I” – (individual accomplishments), while at the same time promoting the “we” (one’s 
contributions to the team).   
  
Formality:  Low, although depends on the situation    
  
Americans tend to be relatively informal in a business context. In fact, many people are quite 
surprised with the level of informality in American business, especially when communicating with 
superiors.  That said, it’s very important to realize that the level of formality in American business 
situations can vary quite significantly, depending on the particular culture of the organization 
where the situation takes place, industry norms, and the nature of the situation itself.  So, for 
example, IT culture in the US is typically much more informal than banking culture; the culture of 
a professional services firm is typically more formal than the culture of a small not-for-profit, and, 
certain situations such as employment interviews typically demand much more formal behavior 
than other situations.   Additionally, certain aspects of a particular culture might be more informal 
than others. At a professional services firm in the U.S., for example, you may call your boss and 
even senior partners by their first names – which is quite informal.  However, at the same time, 
you may also be wearing a suit and tie.   
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Personal Expressiveness: High   
  
Americans are quite personally expressive in work situations.  They typically feel quite 
comfortable sharing personal information with others, sometimes with complete strangers. For 
example, it is quite common to display photos of one’s family at one’s desk at work, although this 
varies somewhat by the organization.  When making small talk with people at work, even people 
you don’t know extremely well, it is quite common to speak about your family and offer details 
about your personal background, or even express your personal opinions and viewpoints.  The 
U.S. is one of the only cultures in the world where it is quite common to strike up a conversation 
with a complete stranger and share personal information. That said, there are certain taboos 
about personal expressiveness in the US – such as not asking someone his or her age, or salary, 
and political and religious discussions among strangers are relatively uncommon, as these topics 
can be controversial.   

  

 
THE MEXICAN CULTURAL CODE  

  
Directness  Moderate, although depends on power relationship    
Enthusiasm  Moderate   
Assertiveness  Depends on power relationship      
Self-Promotion   Moderate     
Formality   Initially formal, and then over time less formal   
Personal Disclosure   High     
  
Directness: Moderate, although depends on power relationship  
  
In Mexico, people typically communicate in a less overtly direct style than the U.S., but also in a 
less indirect style than East Asian cultures such as China or Korea.  Mexicans are traditionally very 
polite in business situations and are hesitant to say anything that could be face-threatening to 
someone or that could disrupt the harmony of the group.  If you don’t like someone’s idea in a 
Mexican business context, you might say: “Well, that’s interesting, but what do you think about 
X” rather than disagreeing with the person’s approach directly. Mexicans are also hesitant to 
confront or to deliver bad news directly in a business setting due to their traditionally affable, 
friendly nature (although of course, not every person in Mexico is affable and friendly).   
  
This all changes, however, when it comes to bosses communicating with subordinates.  Mexican 
bosses are traditionally very autocratic and communicate with a high level of directness to their 
subordinates.  One Mexican executive I spoke with who is familiar with both the US and Mexico 
told me that highly autocratic bosses in Mexico can survive and thrive, but in the US, they would 
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be “destroyed” because of the less hierarchical culture of the States.   Finally, it is also important 
to note that there is a pronounced regional difference in Mexico between the north of the 
country, which is closer to the US in terms of communication style and the south, which it more 
traditionally Mexican.   
  
Enthusiasm:   Moderate   
  
Generally speaking, Mexicans are comfortable expressing enthusiasm in a business setting; 
however, there are limits.  If you express too much enthusiasm, you can be perceived as vying 
for the attention of the boss, trying to show that you are better than others, or as simply 
“childish.”   
  
Assertiveness: Depends on power relationship   
  
Mexican subordinates are extremely unassertive with their bosses.  The Mexican boss – 
subordinate relationship is very hierarchical and subordinates have little leeway to act in an 
assertive manner.  With peers, however, Mexicans are willing to act assertively, and to voice and 
express their opinions in a demonstrative manner.  Yet, Mexicans are also sensitive to 
interpersonal relationships and group harmony.  Thus, assertiveness that upsets the social 
dynamic would be considered less appropriate.   
  
Self Promotion: Moderate  
  
People in Mexico are relatively comfortable “selling themselves” to personal and family 
connections. However, connecting through strangers at a networking event is much less common 
in Mexico. It would typically be uncomfortable for Mexicans to promote themselves to strangers 
in such a context.  Because of the strong hierarchical relationship in Mexico between a boss and 
subordinate, it’s also very important in Mexican culture to not be perceived as trying to 
“outshine” the boss.  Thus, selfpromotion must be done carefully to avoid this important faux 
pas.  Finally, when promoting oneself in Mexico, it is important to speak a great deal about the 
team and the group (as opposed to simply focusing on your accomplishments as an individual).  
People who speak too much about what they personally did can be seen as selfish and trying to 
claim all the credit.   
  
Formality:  Initially formal, and then over time increasingly less formal    
  
Mexicans are relatively formal and polite in business communication.  They dress more formally 
in a business context than in the United States, and Mexicans also typically also use the formal 
form of “you” (Usted) rather than the more informal “Tu.” Mexicans greet people with their 
official titles, such as “Dr.” or “Engineer.” Over time, however, this dynamic can change 
significantly as people get to know each other and treat each other in an increasingly more 
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informal fashion.  Finally, as mentioned above, the South is more traditional and formal than the 
North, which is closer to the US style.  Also, the younger generation of Mexicans is less formal 
than its predecessors.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  High  
  
Mexicans are quite personally expressive and are very comfortable sharing high levels of personal 
information with each other.  One Mexican manager I spoke with described the difference 
between the US and Mexico on personal expressiveness in the following way:  When you arrive 
at work in the United States, you say hello or good morning to colleagues, perhaps briefly engage 
in small talk and then get on with your work.  In Mexico, it’s very different. Mexicans will enter 
work, shake hands or hug or kiss in some cases, and have a much more extensive conversation 
with colleagues. Whereas an American might look at his or her watch and see such extended 
interactions as a potential waste of time, in Mexican culture, the time taken to build and maintain 
these relationships is time well spent and is an intrinsic part of the culture.  
  
  

THE BRAZILIAN CULTURAL CODE  
  
Directness  Moderate  
Enthusiasm  High   
Assertiveness  Moderate  
Self-Promotion   Low     
Formality   Low-Moderate  
Personal Disclosure   High     
  
Directness: Moderate  
  
By nature, Brazilians are quite open, direct and straightforward with their communication style.  
However, because people’s personal lives are so connected with their work lives, Brazilians are 
also quite hesitant to offer negative feedback directly, especially if the feedback could be hurtful, 
or if it could potentially disrupt a positive relationship. In these cases, Brazilians can communicate 
in a relatively indirect manner.  Additionally, Brazilians also often communicate relatively 
indirectly with authority figures, whom they are often quite tentative around.  Brazilians are quite 
sensitive to hierarchical differences and do not want to say anything that could potentially 
conflict with a boss’ point of view, or that could interfere with a positive employee-boss 
relationship.  Finally, the particular culture of the organization itself in Brazil often has a great 
impact on employees’ level of directness. This is obviously true in all cultures, but it appears to 
be especially pertinent in Brazil. If Brazilians perceive the organizational setting to be unsafe for 
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direct communication, they will respond in a guarded and tentative manner, whereas the 
opposite is true in organizations that feel safer for interpersonal risk-taking.   
  
Enthusiasm:   High   
  
Brazilians are very comfortable expressing emotion in business settings.  Generally speaking, 
Brazilians are very warm and expressive people, even those with relatively introverted 
personalities.  Even when expressing negative emotions, Brazilians are quite transparent, except, 
of course, in the situations described above.  There are some regional differences in terms of the 
expression of emotion and enthusiasm. The South of Brazil is slightly more “professional” than 
the North, and as a result, people tend to be slightly less emotionally expressive in that part of 
the culture. However, even that level is relatively expressive on a worldwide basis.   
  
Assertiveness: Moderate   
  
Brazilians are generally open and direct in their communication style and are often comfortable 
asserting their opinions in a public setting. However, Brazilians are also still quite sensitive to 
hierarchy, and unless they feel completely at ease expressing strong opinions in front of their 
boss, they can be quite careful and tentative in their communication style.  Additionally, despite 
the fact that Brazilians are relatively open, they also have a tendency to avoid conflict, in order 
to maintain positive interpersonal relations.  Thus, to the extent that assertiveness could disrupt 
interpersonal relationships, Brazilians will tend to reduce their level of assertiveness in these 
situations.   
  
Self Promotion: Low  
  
Brazilians are not comfortable at all with the idea of “selling themselves” in a business 
environment.  As a result, self-promotion is very low in Brazil.  People are generally quite humble, 
preferring to explain what “we” (the team) did to solve a problem or accomplish a task as 
opposed to what “I” did as an individual.  Being well-liked is important in Brazil and you are much 
more likely to be promoted for doing solid work, being well-liked, and acting modestly than 
promoting your accomplishments and explicitly asking for a raise or advancement in the 
company.   
  
Formality:  Low-Moderate  
  
Brazilians are quite informal at work.  People will call each other by their first name and often by 
their nicknames. This is true with colleagues, and even with bosses who are almost always 
referred to by first name, and sometimes even by nickname.  There is little formal protocol in 
Brazilian work culture and the atmosphere is generally light and casual, often with a great deal 
of joking among colleagues.  However, decision-making in is still relatively formalized in the sense 
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that hierarchy is respected in the culture and the most important decisions typically come from 
the top.   
  
Personal Disclosure:  High  
  
Personal disclosure is very high in Brazil. People are quite open about their private lives with 
others at work, including the boss.  It is quite common to have one’s best friends come from work 
and these relationships can last a very long time. People at work are often talking about their 
private lives with each other, in the hallways, the mailroom, and during long lunches.  In Brazil, 
you are expected to share personal information with colleagues, and if you don’t, it can be 
considered awkward.   People also often socialize outside of work with colleagues.  As a foreigner 
doing business in Brazil, it is very important to take the time necessary to establish these 
relationships as they are critical for doing business.   
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Korea 
 
Korea is the only (officially) still-divided country in the world. Both Koreas are armed, dangerous 
and technically at war. This chapter focuses principally on South Korea (often referred to as the 
Republic of Korea, or ROK), but in terms of deeply rooted culture, all Koreans are the same. 
Differences in the political structure between the communist North and capitalist South have, since 
1945, obliged North and South Koreans to lead very different lives, but the Korean core beliefs of 
kibun, hahn, Confucianism, tenacity and obsession with survival dominate thinking on both sides 
of the border and distinguish Koreans strongly from their Chinese and Japanese neighbors. 
  Korea will eventually be reunified, and when that happens the combined population of more 
than 70 million will put it on a par with Vietnam and increase its clout in East Asia. South Korea’s 
influence is already remarkable. On a limited land area less than half the size of the United 
Kingdom, South Koreans have built the third largest economy in Asia, based on low-cost, high-
quality export production. Its GDP of nearly US$500 billion dwarfs those of the three other Asian 
Tigers—Taiwan (US$281 billion), Hong Kong (US$213 billion) and Singapore (US$109 billion). 
South Korea is the 13th largest trading economy in the world and actually grew at an average rate 
of more than 15 percent between 1960 and 1995! 
  The South Korean miracle is beginning to show signs of both maturity and age and is 
changing the focus of its economy from low-cost, low-technology production to high-tech, high-
value-added, capital-intensive products. The strength of ROK’s large conglomerates (chaebols) and 
the industriousness of its businesspeople and workers suggest that it will successfully make the 
transition to a new economy appropriate to current twenty-first century conditions. On account of 
its proximity to China, Korea has been, and still is, strongly influenced by the teaching of 
Confucius. (A description of the basic tenets of Confucianism is given in Chapter 57.) Hahn is 
something different and more peculiarly Korean. This is the word used to describe the pent-up 
energies and frustrations that developed in the Korean psyche under conditions of extreme hardship 
and oppression. We must remember that Japan occupied Korea from 1895 to 1945, and the Korean 
War of 1950–1953 caused unimaginable suffering throughout the peninsula. Hahn, which stems 
not only from foreign occupation but also from social immobility, sexual discrimination, family 
vendettas and abject poverty, has translated into extreme nationalism, a release of energy and in the 
end to Korean prosperity. 
  Kibun, roughly translated as “face” or “reputation,” is a more sensitive issue in Korea than 
perhaps anywhere else in the world. For a Korean, kibun is an intuitive sensitivity to social balance 
and correct behavior. Koreans are able to deal even with people they dislike under a veneer of 
courtesy. Foreign people dealing with them can easily be fooled into thinking that Koreans are 
easy-going and good-natured. 
  The Korean chaebol is the rough equivalent of the keiretsu or former zaibatsu in Japan. It 
is a conglomerate of a dozen or more companies owned by or closely linked to a prominent family. 
Personal and family connections are extremely important in Korea, where clans are seen as bastions 
against the outside world. The very size of the chaebol in modern Korea has necessitated the 
employment of a large class of well-educated professional managers. Even they, however, 
generally have close personal ties with the owning family. 
  Foreigners working with Koreans do well if they can cultivate good relationships within 
Korean power structures. This is difficult to do, and third-party introductions are both advisable 
and necessary.  
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Culture 
 
Values 
Confucian ethic    protection of kibun (inner feelings) 
vertical society    respect for elders 
observance of protocol   competitive spirit 
toughness     obsession with survival 
creativity     adaptability 
tendency toward violence   suspicion of neighbors (China, Japan) 
tenacity     dislike of foreigners in general (hahn) 
nationalism     willingness to suffer hardship for the good 
      of the country 
 
Concepts 
 
Leadership and Status 
Leadership is Confucian in essence, but the importance, influence and power of certain families are 
more in evidence than in Japan and China. Power, once acquired, is not easily conceded, and the 
history of violence between the authorities and the people is top down in Korea, as opposed to 
frequently being bottom up in Japan. Family name, wealth and the power of the chaebols decide 
status. 
 
Space and Time 
Korea is a crowded country, and space, especially in the big cities, is at a premium. Koreans are 
used to working close to each other, but require clearly defined personal space in formal situations. 
They are non-tactile. Koreans are very hard working (they try to outperform the Japanese) and 
rarely waste time. They are relatively punctual and have an American-like attitude of packing as 
much action as they can into a given time period. 
 
Cultural Factors in Communication 
 
Communication Pattern 
Koreans are energetic conversationalists, very intense when serious, believe they can handle 
Westerners better than other Asians can and often try their hand at humor. They have a very elastic 
concept of truth and it is advisable to double-check  
 

 
 
 
Figure 58.1 Korean Communication Pattern 
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anything that is promised. They are often looking for quick profits and one should be careful about 
granting exclusivity. It is better to judge their statements against past performance rather than future 
forecasts.  
 
Listening Habits 
Koreans are courteous listeners in true Asian style, but they often give the impression that they 
know in advance what you are going to tell them. They often give lively feedback and may ask 
original questions. Giving them face is important both during and after a presentation. 
 
Behavior at Meetings and Negotiations 
It can be more difficult to create a lasting agreement with quick-moving Koreans than with the 
highly structured Japanese or bureaucratic Chinese officials. Historically, their collective 
experience is that compromise leads to defeat, second place spells disaster. This makes them 
extremely competitive and continually on the lookout for further advantage. This is annoying to the 
Westerner who is trying to negotiate a win–win situation.  
 
Negative aspects of doing business with Koreans include the following: 
 
✦ Deception: they will tell you this or that has been done, while not actually doing anything. 
✦ When they wish you to withdraw from a deal (to leave them in sole charge), they often create 
difficulties for your staying with it. These difficulties can sometimes be arranged with official or 
government compliance. 

 
 

Figure 58.2 Korean Listening Habits 
 
✦ They may show you a good time and send you home happy, but fail to implement the agreement 
signed in the cordial atmosphere that they create. 
✦ They often seek long-term, exclusive agreements; it is better to sign agreements 
for the short term based on Korean performance! 
✦ Koreans often break a relationship suddenly if they find a better deal elsewhere. 
✦ Knowledge is power; Koreans tend to keep it to themselves. 
✦ If selling to you, they may let quality fall if they get bigger orders elsewhere. 
✦ When buying, they tend to look at price rather than the useful life of your product. 
✦ They prefer quick sales to the development of solid business relations. (This is due to Korea’s 
chronic instability, historically.)  
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Positive aspects of dealing with Koreans include the following: 
 

✦ They are willing to experiment and take risks. 
✦ They hustle and bustle. 
✦ They are creative and show initiative. 
✦ They are accessible. 
✦ They are adaptable and amenable to last-minute changes. 
✦ They have a strong sense of honor, which they display once you have won their trust. 
 
Manners and Taboos 
Protocol is extremely important. If you fail to give a Korean the respect due to his rank, status or 
age, he will withdraw and avoid you in the future. If you fail to observe the basic rules of social 
exchange and proper respect in Korea, you become an “unperson” and Koreans will henceforth 
have no concern for your welfare, even while continuing to be polite. They can actually be violent 
to unpersons.  
  Touching another person is an affront. Businessmen now shake hands to show that they are 
modernized but will often bow at the same time. They sometimes become more affectionate after 
a few drinks but will usually apologize for being drunk (the same evening and again the next day). 
  Punctuality is reasonable but less important than in China or Japan. When in their office or 
in contemplation, Koreans build imaginary walls round themselves, then disappear for a time. You 
can break through this wall by coughing discreetly at a distance of 3 to 5 meters (10 to 16 feet). 
  Koreans do not introduce others formally but say to a stranger, “I am seeing you for the 
first time.” The elder then suggests an introduction, whereupon both parties mumble names 
unclearly and exchange cards. Koreans avoid calling each other by name, preferring titles. 
  Table manners include serving the guest, slurping soup, smacking lips and 
belching heartily to show appreciation of the meal. 
 
 
How to Empathize with Koreans 
 
Koreans consider themselves very different from the Chinese and Japanese, and due respect must 
be paid to their long history, artistic riches and national uniqueness. They believe that they can 
handle Westerners better than other Asians. Your reaction should be to express willingness to go 
along with their ideas, sharing humor with them whenever possible, but maintaining a firm, 
pragmatic stance at all times. 
  Pay great attention to protecting their kibun—loss of face in Korea is more serious than 
anything else. Do not overemphasize your Japanese connections and do not refer to the Korean 
language as an offshoot of Japanese. 
 

MOTIVATION 
KEY  Praise Korean achievement 

Cross-century 
mood 
 

✦ As usual, they are thinking about beating the Japanese. 
✦ Korean survival is always their first concern. In this respect 
reunification is on their mind. 
✦ There is no lessening of their ambition or energy in the first 
decade of the twenty-first century. 
✦ There is a tendency to follow in Japanese footsteps in 
exploiting cheap labor and resources in Southeast Asia 
                                                                                                 (continued) 
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MOTIVATION (continued) 

 
Motivating Factors 

✦  When negotiating with Koreans, show toughness allied with 
respect. Never 
appear gullible. 
✦ Although they often appear idealistic and somewhat touchy, they 
usually end up 
being very pragmatic.Work toward practical solutions in a cool 
manner. 
✦ Remember that they have an obsession with survival. They have 
had a hard 
history in the course of which they usually came off second best in 
conflicts. Always let them see that you want a win–win situation and 
allow them room for profit and advancement. 
✦ They are suspicious of all foreigners and their motives.Work hard 
at demonstrating and building up trust. 
✦ They have a vertical society; be careful how you move within the 
hierarchy. 
✦ Encourage their creativity—they are proud of it. Don’t be afraid to 
introduce new and innovative ideas. They are more amenable to 
quick change than are the Japanese or Chinese. 
✦ They like thoughtful gifts. No Japanese products, please. 
✦ Try to match their work ethic, punctuality and tenacity. 
✦ Remember that Koreans wield several varieties of truth. Take 
everything with a pinch of salt and avoid taking offense when you 
discern that facts do not correspond exactly to appearances. 
✦ Admire their risk taking and use it to your advantage. Show your 
willingness to share risks and problems. 
✦ It is important to socialize and drink with them in the evening. A 
certain degree of inebriation on both sides is permissible and 
expected. 
 
Avoid 

✦ Ignoring or showing a lack of respect for Confucian values. 
✦ Being put off by sudden Korean volte-faces. They may occur 
frequently. 
✦ Dwelling on past misdemeanors. 
✦ Expectations of smooth or problem-free business with them. 
Make allowances 
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